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Managed NaaS for Failover

Network-as-a-Service solutions monitored and managed 24x7x365
Business continuity is critical to any effective network strategy, providing communications integrity and peace of mind.
With enterprises deploying increasingly more complex applications and services, whether to entice customers or
modernize an office space, avoiding network downtime and disruption has become critical to the bottom line.
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Disruption-free, always on connectivity

Ventus Managed NaaS for Failover delivers
comprehensive, secure network redundancy via
secondary cellular or broadband connectivity. In the
event of a primary network outage, Ventus routers
automatically detect the drop and seamlessly fail over to
the secondary network until primary service returns.
With Ventus Failover in place, enterprises can sidestep
the IT headaches, resource drain, and costly downtime
of a service outage for a disruption-free, always on
network environment.

Benefits

Fully monitored and managed by Ventus
4G LTE or broadband connectivity
Seamless business continuity
Automatic failover detection
Quick deployment and installation
Software/IP license management
Power alerts
PCI DSS 3.2 Level 1 certified

Why Ventus?

Ventus Managed Network-as-a-Service is an end-to-end platform designed to support your entire enterprise WAN. Ventus’
knowledgeable and responsive networking experts and dedicated client care teams handle all the critical details of network
management including pre-engineering, hardware provisioning and deployment, network security, continuous monitoring, and
24x7x365 US-based technical support.
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Managed Network-as-a-Service
Businesses depend on their network to drive applications, improve communication, and better serve customers. Ventus
NaaS solutions offer always on connectivity, advanced end-to-end security, and consistent reliability, ensuring distributed
enterprises get the most out of their network.
Ventus NaaS solutions are built and managed by Ventus networking experts, ensuring businesses in finance, retail,
healthcare, hospitality, and other sectors achieve secure, persistent connectivity for networked applications at distributed
branch and office locations. From high-level software-defined networking to mission critical IoT services, Ventus NaaS
solutions are scalable to meet specific business needs of any scope.
NaaS solutions are deployed and managed end-to-end, and include pre-configured hardware, dedicated client teams,
continuous monitoring, and 24x7 technical support.

Networking experts

Our engineers design and architect a fully
integrated network tailored to meet your specific
business needs.
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Our promise to you
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All Ventus managed solutions include dedicated
client teams, continuous monitoring, service level
agreements, and 24x7 technical support.
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Genesis™ Network Monitoring
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Ventus’ proprietary monitoring platform that
offers intelligent device and connection
management, maximizing business uptime and
efficiency.

Comprehensive coverage

Extensive wireless and fixed line coverage gives
your business ultimate connectivity flexibility.

Top applications

Multiple endpoints
Branch/Office/Remote location
ATM/Kiosk/POS
Digital signage/Video
IoT/M2M

For more information about Ventus managed NaaS
please email info@ventusgns.com or call 866.949.9994
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